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Erd�s-Ko-Rado problems

How large can a set of intersecting lines in PG(�, q) be?

How large can a set of non-opposite �ags in PG(�, q) be?
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The strategy

�. Rephrase the problem

�. The ratio bound
Let � be a k-regular graph on n vertices whose adjacency
matrix A(�) has smallest eigenvalue �. Then if C is a
coclique we have

|C|  n
�� k

�

.

Moreover, if equality holds, then �C is contained in the
sum of the eigenspaces corresponding to the
eigenvalues k and �.
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The ratio bound

A(�) is contained in a symmetric association scheme.

We �nd k = q� and � = �q�.

) coclique has size at most # lines
�+q� = q� + q+ �.
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A(�) in a non-commutative association scheme.

Brouwer (����): the eigenvalues are powers of q.

We �nd k = q6 and � = �q�.

) coclique has size atmost # �ags
�+ q� = (q�+q+�)(q+�)�.
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A(�) in a non-commutative association scheme.

Brouwer (����): the eigenvalues are powers of q.
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Summary

Theorem (De Beule, M., Metsch)
We can compute the eigenvalues of opposition of

I maximal �ags in projective and polar spaces,
I partial �ags in polar spaces.

Corollary
We can derive EKR bounds.



Summary

Theorem (De Beule, M., Metsch)
We can compute the eigenvalues of opposition of

I maximal �ags in projective and polar spaces,
I partial �ags in polar spaces.

Corollary
We can derive EKR bounds for all these cases.
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